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Welcome

Portugal Fintech is committed to create the best conditions for the
development of Fintech Startups. We put in contact all relevant
entities to foster innovation in the financial sector.
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This report presents the Portuguese Fintechs of 2017.

Best regards,
Portugal Fintech
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AbyPay

“There is no time to lose when time is everything.” – Sebastião de Lencastre, CEO

Company Overview
AbyPay provides instant multi currency payments, refunds and worldwide cash to
cash remittance allowing customers to therefore transfer money from anyone to
anywhere. The company catches the growth of mobile Point of sale and mobile
Peer to Peer to revolutionize how we pay and transfer money through the use of
ATMs, mobile points of sale and Apps. AbyPay uses blockchain technology and
bases its financial services in the cloud to provide transactions at the cost of cents
“in a reliable, secure and safe environment”.

Details
Key People

Location

Website

Sebastião de
Lencastre, Founder

Lisbon

www.abypay.com

Founded in

Specialization

2016

Banking
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Advicefront

“Advicefront's vision is to give financial advisors a competitive edge in the online
advice space and allow average investors to access high quality investment advice
from the world's top IFAs.”

Company Overview
Advicefront is a platform that intends to simplify the tasks of data collection and
organization, risk evaluation and financial planning for the financial advisor, while
allowing the client to have access to his profile and follow the progress of his
investments, said José Supico to Portugal Fintech. Right now, the Portuguese Fintech
is focused in the United Kingdom, yet it is really excited to expand to more European
countries soon, always aiming to develop the best possible productivity oriented
platform for financial advisors. Advicefront has already guaranteed a seat at the
Fintech Circle Top 8, was one of the 5 selected startups to integrate Octopus
Accelerator in 2016 is about to launch a new product in mid-November.

Details
Key People

Location

Francisco Louro
Cordeiro
José Supico

London

Website

www.advicefront.com

Founded in

Specialization

2013

Financial Services, Advice
and Planning
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DataSonar

“Our criteria was the potential of the technology at hand. Pknoa! is revolutionary
and can reach every company.” – Stephan Morais, Caixa Capital

Company Overview
DataSonar develops solutions so its clients from different sectors and industries
can transform big volumes of data in intelligent information to run their
businesses. It collects info from several sources that is then analyzed in real time
in a scalable Big Data Platform. This platform uses also machine-learning to
deliver business KPI dashboards with high accuracy. Customers can finally
consider the output to make better decisions.
Simply put, DataSonar is changing “the way Big Data and Machine Learning are
done”.

Details
Key People

Location

Website

Ricardo Teresa Ribeiro,
COO
Wilson Edgar, CTO
Maria João Mileu, CEO

Évora

www.datasonar.io

Founded in

Specialization

2015

Big Data, Machine
Learning
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Drivit

"Our mission is to make motor insurance friendlier and fairer while increasing road
safety through both driver coaching and safety incentives."

Company Overview
Drivit is a driver-friendly usage-based solution that enables any motor insurer to
easily offer tailor-made insurance, rewarding safe driving and fostering lasting
relationships through great features and smart communication. The company
uses state-of-the-art digital signal processing and artificial intelligence to generate
rich and precise driving insights using only a well-crafted and easy-to-use mobile
app. Industry-proven benefits of the technology include up-to 40% reduction with
claims cost and a substantial improvement in customer loyalty, retention and
brand perception.

Details
Key People

Location

Website

Carlos Abreu
Gonçalo Farinha

Lisbon

www.drivit.com

Founded in

Specialization

2015

Insurtech
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EbankIT

“Our focus is to, on a daily basis, simplify the interaction between banks and
citizens and it is comforting to see ebankIT described as one of the 10 fintechs in
the entire world with the boldest and most disruptive ideas.” – João Pinto

Company Overview
EbankIT develops innovative solutions in Digital Banking. It gives its clients from
over 20 countries the possibility to integrate all external systems in a fast and
simple way. This way, Banks and Financial Institutions can stay ahead of the
competition and fulfill the most demanding needs of their customers. EbankIT can
offer solutions from Omni channel Innovation and Internet Banking to Wearable
Technology or Augmented Reality.

Details
Key People

Renato Antunes Oliveira
João Lima Pinto

Location

Oporto

Website

www.ebankit.com

Founded in

Specialization

2014

Banking Products
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Feedzai

“We are investing in the recruitment of the best professionals in the areas of data
science and machine learning to increase the security of banking and electronic
commerce in the whole world.”

Company Overview
Feedzai’s main mission is to make commerce safe. The company uses technology
in areas like big data, artificial intelligence and machine learning to detect fraud,
manage risk and allow authentications. It is already working with the world’s
largest banks, payment providers and retailers, such as FisrtData, Capital One or
WorldPay. The Portuguese startup, that has just raised 50 million us dollars,
protects more than 1,5 thousand million euros per day in payments, whether it is
in person, online or via mobile device.

Details
Key People

Location

Pedro Bizarro
Nuno Sebastião
Paulo Marques

Lisbon,
Coimbra

Website

Oporto,

www.feedzai.com

Founded in

Specialization

2009

Big Data, Machine Learning
and Risk
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James

“Our belief is that the only way to make the financial system safer is to empower
the right people with powerful scientific computing tools.”

Company Overview
James is a risk management tool that uses innovative scientific computing
capabilities like advanced optimization and machine learning. The company has
been helping financial institutions around Europe, Latin America and the United
States to lower default rates by 30% increase acceptance by 10%. James
empowers its customers with a high predictive power through a model that can
then be validated, deployed and monitored.

Details
Key People

Location

Website

João Menano
Pedro Gabriel Barbosa

Lisbon

www.james.finance

Founded in

Specialization

2013

Data Science,
Learning and Risk
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Machine

Loqr

“Our Vision: A world where you authenticate everywhere just by naturally being
yourself.”

Company Overview
Engage, recognize and manage user’s digital identities lifecycle with great user
experience and business reliability.
Loqr provides Identity Authentication security solutions by aggregating the most
effective technology commonly accessible today. We are changing the way
businesses engage, authenticate and manage distributed users, respecting
privacy, security standards and compliance requirements.
The company is currently focused in the banking, credit, insurance, health and
share economy sectors in Portugal and United Kingdom.

Details
Key People

Ricardo Costa
Jorge Silva
José Dias

Location

Website

Braga

www.loqr.io

Founded in

Specialization

2015

Authentication, Authorization,
Security, identity
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Magnifinance

“Our goal is that managers can manage their businesse’ money in five minutes per
day.”

Company Overview
Magnifinance was launched in 2015 as a financial management platform for
enterprises. The startup makes it possible to manage a company’s finances in 5
minutes per day by, for example, controlling all transfers and managing expenses.
More specifically, it collects in one place all bank accounts, provides optical
recognition of expenses and offers intelligent suggestions. Altogether, it means
automatizing 90% of all financial management tasks.

Details
Key People

Location

Website

Jorge Rodrigues dos
Santos

Lisboa

www.magnifinance.com

Founded in

Specialization

Financial Management

2015
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Raize

“This is a great way of diversifying the portfolio, with excelente rates and the
possibility to support portuguese enterprises.”

Company Overview
Raize was founded in 2013 as a P2P lending platform that is a true alternative to
the traditional financial system. In this platform, individuals are the ones lending
to Portuguese companies, what works as an investment opportunity for them. On
the other hand, since most Portuguese companies are financed with less than 50
thousand euros, small and medium enterprises get access to a great source of
funds at much better rates.

Details
Key People

Location

Website

Afonso Fuzeta Eça
José Maria Rego
António Marques

Lisboa

www.raize.pt

Founded in

Specialization

2013

P2P Lending, Risk
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SalaryFits

“We are confident on the potential of the solution for promoting financial health
and inclusion in Europe.” – Delber Lage, CEO, SlaryFits UK

Company Overview
SalaryFits is focused in promoting financial inclusion making sustainable credit a
reality. It counts with more than 15 years of knowledge from the Brazilian and
Mexican markets to develop a product that is efficient and fast to integrate. The
company helps to better manage payroll systems and allows financial providers to
access the credit profile of employees. At the same time, increasing the security
of transactions and offering benefits to employees is also a goal. Recently, the
company has developed Puzzlefits to innovate the credit model.

Details
Key People

Location

Website

Renato Araujo
Délber Lage
Eduardo Maroso

Évora, London

www.salaryfits.com

Founded in

Specialization

2015

Financial Inclusion, Benefits
and Sustainable Credit
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Seedrs

“Seedrs is the world’s leading equity crowdfunding platform. “

Company Overview
Invest in business you believe in. Seedrs allows any person to become an angel
investor. No need to go to Silicon Valley, neither to have huge amounts of capital.
Starting with as low as 10 £ it is possible to invest in startups in the most different
industries and in several growth stages. Investors get their fair share of the
company and they will be even allowed to buy and sell shares from each other in
the Secondary Market.

Details
Key People

Location

Website

Carlos Silva
Filipe Portela
Jeff Lynn

London

www.seedrs.com

Founded in

Specialization

2009

Crowdfunding
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Switch

“Switch has created an abstraction layer on top of the existing payments
infrastructure, so businesses can get access to multiple financial institutions
through one simple API integration.” – Ruca Sousa Marques, CEO

Company Overview
With the mission to empower online commerce, Switch designed a system that
currently allows businesses in over 40 countries to accept multiple payment
methods in more than 150 currencies. A flexible and single integration reduces
technical investment while allowing the high volume online merchants to focus
on their core activities.
Switch is now working to increase the number of payment channels and to
provide new analytic tools to offer valuable insights over the transactional data,
said Ruca Sousa Marques, the CEO.

Details
Key People

Location

Website

Ruca Sousa Marques, CEO
André Tavares, Co-founder

Oporto

www.switchpayments.com

Founded in

Specialization

2014

Payments
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The Fintech Ecosystem

We are a FinTech-centric network. We are committed to
exponentially rising the potential of the Portuguese scenario as a
FinTech venture hub.
This summary report is an instrument for investors and industry
players that want to know more about our country's ecosystem
concerning FinTech. It contains a description of the major local
players.

Our mission is certainly eased by the quality of the startups present in
the report, many of which have very successful rounds of capital and
almost all their revenues originated in international markets.
We are currently witnessing a global shift favorable to the
development of these startups, in which some of the key trends are
impossible to ignore:
•
•
•
•
•

Consumers are more demanding about the quality of the
products, ease of use and the context where they appear;
The regulators' focus on consumer-centric policies;
The profitability issues faced by a significant part of the sector
that creates pressure to reduce cost while increasing revenues;
Technological advancement for traditional institutions provoked
by regulatory scenario (e.g. PSD2, GDPR, MIFID II, IFRS);
Opening the banking and financial sectors to new players and
disruptors.
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The Fintech Ecosystem

We strongly believe FinTech, InsurTech and RegTech startups have a
fundamental role in this shift - both as a catalyzer and as a continuous
developer - and only through a close collaboration with incumbents
and regulators will it be possible to unlock their full potential.

Portugal FinTech has the core objective of creating a favorable
environment for this connection to happen by:

•
•
•

Enabling banks and insurance companies to have common ground
for dialogue about potential collaborations with startups and their
benefits;
Collaborating with regulatory agencies and legislators to help
create an easier, faster and clearer environment for innovation;
Supporting the international growth of startups through the
network's partnerships.

If any of the startups in the report interests you, we are happy to
introduce you to them. Here.

Thank you,
Portugal Fintech
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In case you want to help expand this ecosystem,
contact us at www.portugalfintech.org,
send us an email to info@portugalfintech.org
and follow us on Twitter @Fintech_PT

The Portuguese Fintechs Report 2017

